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Our main goal for RH International is to teach 
future generations the importance of 
economy, building society and maintaining 
the highest level in progress and cooperation.

Our message to you.
Your path to success starts here.



Eng. Khaldoon Al - Atrash
Vice Chairman
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During our career, which is built on trust and a clear vision, we 
have developed logical analysis for all work element’s, which 
gives us confidence and assurance in achieving targets 
between RH International and clients.
Our vision for the future, is to achieve innovative solutions
for all obstructions in management, enhance the development 
of projects and continue to add significant value to our 
company record through partnerships.

 “We Change The Plan But Never Change The Target”



Dr. Daoud Hassan Kadhim
CEO RH International
Environmental and Agriculture Expert
PhD in Soil Science 1983
Postgraduate Diploma in Environmental Management 2001

A knowledgeable environmental management professional 
with expertise in enforcement of environmental protection laws, 
proficient in sustainable development and green building 
and cities initiatives, initiatives OHSE, ISO 14001, ISO 18001, 
ISO 26000 and other Environmental Management Related ISO’s. 
42 years’ experience in environmental management, in New Zealand, 
East Timor, Iraq and UAE, seeking an assignment as Lecturer, s
enior Consultant or Researcher/ Head (Environment Management) 
in Environment and Agriculture Sector.
 
Experience in project monitoring and data analysis
As an Environmental Expert with Ministry of 
Environment and Water, UAE, established guidelines for 
Green Buildings and Cities, successfully enforced Environment 
Protection Law and brought it in line with international standards 
and the ban of the Non-degradable Plastic Bags.
Training courses in various subjects of Environment and Soil chemistry. 
Provided consultancy for o�setting detrimental e�ects of soil 
contamination due to heavy metals.
Set up and Calculated the Environmental Performance Indicators 
with International and regional comparisons 



Dr. Ayham Al - Atrash
Economic and Commercial Advisor

The RH International management believes in long lasting partnerships with a 
commitment to excel, professional integrity and business ethics driven by a
strong passion to be the paramount in the respective fields. Therefore, we provide 
improved customer focus, dependable solutions, exhibit approachability and the 
ability to provide constructive feedback while continually seeking improvements in 
our resources through the expansion of our database and diversification of resources. 
Overall, we are determined to succeed and draw inspiration from challenges.
RH international is poised for further growth and diversification in the coming years 
through the operation of a strong business network with our partners.
We rely on some of the world’s most renowned brands in the field to o�er the best 
solutions to our clients. Understanding the market and striving to
fulfil the needs by utilizing the best, core principals and business ethics has
made us the best choice.

Our philosophy; provision of value adding solutions and timely and cost
e�ective services.



Our company was established in April 2015 to carry out consultancy, project management, investment and finance 
activities in various fields, mainly oil and gas, Mega projects, construction, commodities and energy. The establishment
of this company at this particular time (a�er the global financial crisis that hit the world in 2008 and its consequences to 
the year of the birth of the company 2015) is in itself a great challenge however the owners and supervisors utilized their 
extensive experience in the Gulf market in general and the UAE in particular. For the major companies operating in the 
competencies mentioned previously, plenty has been achieved with many success stories,
dealing with RH delivering confidence in consultations which are provided with high scientific research and practicalities 
that led to correct the tracks required for the projects. These ensured profits are regained a�er su�ering losses. Within a
short period of time, the company was able to build up its own financial resources to invest in projects for companies, as 
well as individuals and government entities, on the basis of economic and environmental feasibility studies and the existing 
project record, challenges and opportunities.

R.H. International provides turnkey solutions to all business 
sectors which help and guide them in the transformation of 
their business with a vision. We are prepared to discuss the 
market's key challenges, including price volatility, as well as 
the opportunities related to cost and productivity, supply 
chain, operating models and more.
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To add (Solar Energy, wind) with major types of energy including; 
Energy supply chains as complex interactive layers of 
infrastructure, organizations, market systems rules and
regulation.
Our collaborative business model reflects this environment 
drawing from a broad range of international knowledge and 
experience.

Trading goods and commodities is as old as humankind.
What has changed, however, is the speed at which new commodity 
markets and segments emerge and mature. Regardless of the 
maturity of commodity markets and segments, hubs and exchanges 
professionalize the way trading is conducted.
A successful launch allows trading parties to hedge their exposure 
and needs.
We have multiple sources from European markets and Asian 
markets, which we rely on for quality and competitive prices for 
delivering material and marketing based on the strong relationship 
with manufacturers.
RH started deals with many commodities from UAE, other European 
Companies and a selection of Southern American companies.
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Construction is the process or method of building an 
infrastructure utilizing resources under specific conditions or 
constraints, such as time and budget. There are three areas of 
construction which we take under our responsibility: buildings 
(residential or commercial), infrastructure (public projects such 
as highways and bridges), and industrial
construction (manufacturing plants, factories). Our capability to 
implement these types of construction is reflected through our 
international partners and their support to us.
We will provide you with professional and friendly advice, and 
guide your business through the entire process, right up to the 
issuance of your code compliance certificate.
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R.H. International provides turnkey solutions to all business 
sectors which help and guide them transforming their business 
with a vision.
Mega projects have become a fundamental part of the wider 
project ecosystem, as increasingly complex demands, increased 
capital concentration and project management sophistication 
allow for bigger and more expensive infrastructure projects. The 
size and complexity of projects have continued to rise, with a 
relatively new class of project, the ultra-project, becoming 
increasingly common.
Together with our International partners, we are confident in our 
experiences in the implementation of Mega projects and can 
commit to meeting our client expectations. 
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We at RH International provide simple and low-cost solutions for 
the management of investment and distribution. 
We specialize in a range of asset classes including real estate, 
private equity, infrastructure, equities and hedge funds.
Our work with global companies, sovereign wealth funds, banks, 
insurance companies, pension funds, private equity firms and 
boutique managers over the years provides a competitive 
advantage for our clients.
Our history and core beliefs
To always be guided by a commitment to honesty and integrity
Our investment philosophy and process
• A long-term investment horizon
• Discipline and experience
• A strong organizational culture.
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Throughout our experience, we have advised government and 
national oil companies, major and independent commercial oil 
companies, petrochemical producers, renewable energy 
companies, oil field service firms, private equity investors and 
sovereign wealth funds.
We are prepared to discuss the market’s key challenges, including 
price volatility, as well as the opportunities related to cost and 
productivity, supply chain, operating models and more.
We help companies involved in several subsectors of the oil and 
gas industry with the following:
• Conventional and unconventional oil and gas exploration and
production
• Midstream
• Refining and marketing
• Oil field service
• Equipment manufacturing
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In the face of rising costs, skill shortages, quickly changing compliance requirements, 
the pace of technological advancement and the economic unknown, management 
consultants are in particularly high demand. A�er all, every organization has to make 
the most of all their resources, be it their physical assets, people, finances or 
information.
RH International conducts consultancy to both private- and public-sector 
organizations and both are constantly tasked with doing more with less. With many 
of these organizations looking to find growth despite being a part of a di�cult 
environment, we understand that it’s a rarely easy goal to achieve. However, the 
journey towards doing so can be made easier with guidance and with our expert 
consultants, we have been a part of many success business stories. 
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Management Consulting services are a set of broad and tailored solutions to the task of boosting organizational performance. Our 
management consultants can help to build better leadership, bolster the decision-making process, cut through compliance complexity 
and structure your organization for growth.
Our Business Consulting services can help you no matter what industry your business is a part of. We have the team, experiences and 
hub of companies to guide you towards a dream team, and a successful business structure. 



We are a leading independent Project Management organization, o�ering an experienced team of in-house project 
managers to deliver your project.
RH International FZC has more than 70 years of combined experience in di�erent field such as; infrastructure engineering, 
construction engineering and consultancy, environmental and agriculture management and engineering commodities and 
trading.
RH International is built on relationships, stability and integrity of which we are proud to demonstrate through our work.
We draw from our collective wealth of experience in quantity surveying, architectural design, construction management, 
engineering and building to ensure that your project runs e�ciently from inception to completion.
We undertake regular progress performance assessments and employ reporting systems so that you are well informed 
throughout the project.
Have you been thinking about investing in commercial property or large-scale land development? Our experienced team at 
RH International FZC is ready to help.
Whatever your investment objectives are, we know that building a strong relationship is key to success. At RH International 
FZC we are a people business and our proven team will guide you at every turn.
Our elite approach keeps us swi�, honest and flexible. We’re not rigid in our thinking, and we bring over 70 years’ combined 
experience to the table. We invite you to join us.
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The reasons to invest in natural resources have always been compelling. Whether it's lumber, coal or gold, natural 
resources are at the core of production.
The pool of investable natural resources is growing as the world population requires more and more of these resources.
The natural resources sector has a lot of potential for investors as not only the consumers but also the producers are 
based in high-growth emerging markets. Natural capital is vital to our economy, our prosperity and our sense of cultural 
identity therefore, it is important for business to value its relationship with nature.
Every business wants to create greater value, be more e�cient and make better decisions. A number of companies are 
assessing and valuing the natural capital they rely on. They are building that new knowledge into their strategies and 
innovations. They are also using it to determine how they will better protect a natural resource or improve operations. 
Increasingly, these businesses are asking their suppliers and partners to do the same.
The modest size of the modern sector of the economy makes agriculture and other natural-resource-based economic 
activity relatively more important. But there are also clear examples of countries that are genuinely rich in terms of 
natural resources but still have not been able to sustain economic growth.
Through our work, we consider the interaction between institutions, natural resource dependence and economic growth. 
In particular, we are interested in the possible mechanisms through which natural resources can stifle capital accumulation 
and growth and the conditions under which economic growth can take place in the presence of abundant natural 
resources.
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info@rh-int-invest.comwww.rh-int-invest.com P.O Box : 50025

United Arab Emirates

Iraq
America
Venezuela
Colombia
Ecuador
Mauritania
Soudi Arabia
UAE
Oman
United Kingdom
Sweeden
Czech Republic
Germany
India
Syria
Greece
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